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Abstract ــــــThe investigation and analysis of large and
complex graphs is an important aspect of data visualization
research, yet there is a need for entirely new, scalable
approaches and methodologies for graph visualization. This
can ultimately provide more insight into the structure and
function of this complex graph.
To explain more, we to need find a methodology to
develop a solution to present a “tidy” graph with the minimal
crossover between edges in the “Hair Balls.” In spite of the
expanding significance of investigating and extensively
analyzing and understanding very large graphs of data, the
traditional way of visualizing graphs has difficulties scaling
up, and typically ends up depicting these large graphs as “Hair
Balls”. This traditional approach does indeed have a deeply
intuitive foundation: nodes are depicted with a shape such as a
circle, triangle or square, which are then connected by lines or
curves that represent the edges. In any case, although there are
many different ways to apply this basic underlying idea, it
needs to be revisited in light of current and emerging needs for
understanding increasingly complex crossover between edges
in the graphs. The complex “Hair Ball,” which appears as an
indecipherable graph, came from the crossover between edges.
From our preliminary research, we found the major
disadvantage in the Hair Balls graph was that it confused
observers. Users may think there are some extra nodes; but in
reality, there are not. Because there are many crossovers
between edges in the Hair Balls, the impression also may
affect observers’ understanding of the whole structure of the
graph. Major problem-no effective reception of information
from a “Hair Balls” graph-meaningless to observers.

Fig. 1. Social Media Graph.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Overview ــــــIn this research, we will study the
questions, “What is the Hair Ball Problem?” and “What is the
reason for the Hair Ball Problem?” Discovering answers to
these questions will lead observers to understand the “Hair
ball “problem in data visualization. In large graphs, some
crossovers between edges are always unavoidable, for
example, Fig.1. We will find that less crossovers in large
graphs allows us to develop a solution (Complete Bipartite
Graph K2, 3) to present a “tidy” graph (semi-tree structure).
This problem is inspired by those recent “big data” research.
The nature of this research will be about developing a new
algorithm to provide a better layout for big graphs [1][27].
1.1 Curriculum Scope ــــــIn the curriculum Scope, the
learning experience from my graduate-level GCIS 523
Statistical Computing was helpful in the progression of the
project phases. It were worthy classes (GCIS 523 Statistical
Computing, GCIS 644 Knowledge-Based Systems and GCIS
605 Scholarship Seminar) that I had during my school time
(fall 2014, spring 2015 and fall 2015). For example,
Statistical Computing Class. Statistical Computing Class was
helpful for learning R Programing [22]. R. Programing is
necessary in the construction of my research. The classes
here necessary were for my research in data visualization and
understanding how to answer my research questions. In this
classes we deal with small and big dataset by manual
calculation like my dataset (Media organizations dataset,
AnAge dataset and Time Use). We have to use some of
special programing to deal with these datasets like R
Programing and Gephi. I found R programing is a good
programing to my research special in the parts of Step 1(find
and locate all the K2, 3 graph in a graph), Step 2(compressing
the K2, 3 and create a new graph) and Step 3 (prune the new
graph and try to separate those K2, 3 to we can see if the
graph is tidy or still has a complex crossover between the
edges). Gephi is to visualization the dataset which is for the
step 4 (represent these K2, 3) [20].
The Knowled K2, 3 ge-Based Systems course was
really helpful course when dealing with the data visualization
phase on my research. With the experience from the course, I
was able to represent these K2, 3 to I can see if the graph
became a tidy graph or still not a tidy graph and plan the
steps accordingly [21].
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1.1 Identify the Problem Area ــــــIn large graphs, too
many crossovers are unavoidable (Two edges cross each
other on the graph presentation which may cause confusion
for extra node) [4][6]. In more explain, one cannot avoid
multiple crossovers in large graphic data. As shown in figure
2, crossovers are classic data visualization problem. The
disadvantage is the original graph may confuse observers
[13]. It is difficult to observe the structure of the graph. In
wider explain, disadvantage include graph confusion due to
an over whelming amount of crossovers, and an inability to
decipher information [12] [32].
Fig. 3. Download R.

Fig. 2. Crossover in K2, 3
As you see in figure 2, observers may not be able to
see node behind this crossover.

3.1.1 R packages In ـــــthis research, we will uses several
key packages that you will need to install in order to follow
along. Several other libraries will be mentioned along the
way, but those are not critical and can be skipped. The main
libraries we are going to use are igraph packages, bipartite
packages and rgexf packages [15].


For a Network Analysis and Visualization.
# https://cran.rproject.org/web/packages/igraph/index.html
install.packages("igraph", dependencies=TRUE)
library(igraph) [2]



Calculates a variety of indices and values for a
bipartite network [8].
# http://www.insider.org/packages/cran/bipartite/docs/.networklevel
install.packages("bipartite")
library(bipartite)

2. RESEARCH APPROACH
2.1 Hypothesis



The “hair ball” problem in data visualization is
entirely dependent on K2, 3.
K2, 3, a discrete solution can be applied to a “Big
Graph”.

In this research, the algorithmic solutions will steps as follow
[24] [29]:

Step 1: we find and locate all the K2, 3 graph within
a complex graph.

Step 2: by compressing the K2, 3, we can create a
new graph.

Step 3: we prune the new graph separate the K2, 3
sections (expand the K2, 3 nodes to discern data), and
so we can see if the graph is tidy or has a complex
crossover between the edges.

Step 4: represent these K2, 3.

4. IMPLEMENTATION DESIGN (ALGORITHM)

Note, the description above is only a rough idea. More
complicated structure, such as loop and embedded functions
may be used in the real solutions.

3. TECHNICAL APPROACH
3.1 R Script [15][22] or Gephi Visulization Tool [14][30]
ــــIn this part, I used R program and Excel to plot the graph. I
used R programing because R is an integrated suite of
software facilities for data manipulation, calculation, and
graphical display. To use R script you will download this
program using the following outlined steps [23]:
12-

Go to the http://www.r-project.org/
In the left chose the CRAN

Fig. 4. Implementation design (Algorithm).

5. METHODOLOGY OF RESSEARCH
5.1 Objectives of the Research


Study the “Hair Ball” problem in data
visualization.
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Develop a solution to present a tidy graph with
minimal crossover between edges in the Hair
Balls.
Test, evaluate and verify my solution on multiple
(at least three) big and complex graph datasets.

5.2 Methods Workflow
5.2.1 Dataset
5.2.1.1 Small Datasets ــــThere are four small dataset that we
made-up it. These four small dataset with a K2, 3 or without
any K K2, 3.
5.2.1.2 Big Dataset ــــThere are three big dataset we will use
it in this research. These three big dataset from different
resources / categories. At least 100 nodes for each graph.
5.2.1.2.1 Big Datase 1-AnAge Dataset  ـــــــAnimal Ageing
and Longevity. This file contains only the raw data. My goal
is to find any K2, 3 bipartite in the life history and lifespan.
5.2.1.2.2 Big Dataset 2-Media Organizations Dataset It is
a network of links between media venues and consumers. We
will rarely use certain visual properties such as the shape of the
node symbols and K2, 3 Bipartite: those are impossible to
distinguish in larger graph maps. In fact, when drawing very
big networks we may even want to hide the network edges, and
focus on K2, 3 bipartite of nodes. At this point, the size of the
networks you can visualize in R is limited mainly by the RAM
of your machine.
5.2.1.2.3 Big Dataset 3-Time Use Dataset ـــــHow people
spend their time depending on country and sex, with activities
such as paid work, household and family care, etc.
5.2.2 Workflow of Small Datasets 2 (One K2, 3
Bipartite) ـــــAn Excel file is used to create the dataset which
have one K2, 3. Two columns are evident with seventeen rows
in the Excel sheet. The name of the first column is "x" and
the second column is called "y." I give the first three rows in
the columns of "x" same number which is "1." Also, I give
the second three rows in the columns of x same numbers but
different than number "1" which is "2." In the opposite
direction of the column "y," I give the first three rows in the
columns three different numbers which is "3, 4 and 5." Also,
I will give the second three rows in the column of "y" the
same group in the first three rows in column "y" which is "3,
4 and 5." The rest of the rows in both columns we will give
those randomly numbers but completely different than which
we gave to the first six rows in both column as showing in
the table 1.

y
x

4

3

1

The small dataset, there is one K2, 3 bipartite. By
using the linkcomm package (with the library in R
programing) you can check if the dataset has any K2, 3
Bipartite or not. But, before I use this package or any package
I have to use the “igraph package with it library,” for a
Network Analysis and Visualization.
The linkcomm package, is a “provide tool” for the
generation, visualization, and analysis of link communities in
networks of arbitrary size and type. As shown in figure 5,
there is one K2, 3 in the dataset, because when we use the
linkcomm command we will have 5 nodes in the cluster
which is these 5 nodes in cluster are one K2, 3 bipartite as
shown in figure 5.
# linkcomm package
lc <- getLinkCommunities(SmallDatasets2,
hcmethod = "single")

Fig. 5. One K2, 3 Bipartite by Linkcomm Package before
Compress.
If the Linkcomm Package indicates a K2, 3 cluster,
the next step would be to use the Bipartite Layout to calculate
a variety of indices and values for a bipartite network [26].
As shown in figure 23, there is one K2, 3 because we have one
cluster with 5 nodes which confirms this cluster is One K2, 3
Bipartite [18].
#Bipartite Package [7]&[16]
lc <- getLinkCommunities(CompressBipartite,
hcmethod = "single")
plot(igraph, mark.groups=c(1),
mark.col="#FFFF00",vertex.size=15,
layout=layout.bipartite,
vertex.label=V(igraph)$media, vertex.label.cex=.7,
main="One Bipartite K2, 3")

5

2

Table 1: One K2, 3 Bipartite.

Fig. 6. One K2, 3 Bipartite by Bipartite Package before
Compress.
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After confirming the K2, 3 bipartite is ineligible for
this dataset, we will use a special layout [9] to make this
graph a “tidy” graph. The first step is to see how this dataset
looks (visualization) by using a random layout as shown in
figure 7 [26].
# Random Layout
plot(igraph, layout=layout.random,
main="Random Layout")

Table 2: Compress One K2, 3 Bipartite.

Fig. 7. Random Layout.
Figure 7 is not a tidy graph, because it has one K2,
After we find and locate this K2, 3, compressing (cluster)
the next step is to will makes this graph a tidy graph by
compressing the K2, 3 and creating a new graph. The
following procedure is to assign all the nodes in the K2, 3 to
one letter or number to be come all these nodes (5 node in
one cluster) in the same number or letter. The next step will
assign all the nodes in the K2, 3 to B Followed by a number
and different color around the node than others node, for
example “B1” with yellow color around the node.
After that, we will plot this graph to find this K2, 3
become one node not 5 node as we saw in the Tree layout
[19] graph before we use this scenario, see figure 8.
Compress <- data.frame(SmallDatasets2)
Compress
attach(Compress)
Compress$x[1:6]= c("B1")
attach(Compress)
x
Compress$y[1:6]=c("B1")
attach(Compress)
y
attach(Compress)
Compress
write.csv(Compress, file =
"MyData.csv",row.names=FALSE)
CompressBipartite<- read.csv("MyData.csv",
header=T, as.is=T)
CompressBipartite
Igraph2 <- graph.data.frame(CompressBipartite)
Igraph2
V(igraph2)$type <- V(igraph2)$name %in%
CompressBipartite[,1]
bipartite.projection(igraph2)
bipartite_mapping(igraph2)

# fruchterman.reingold.layout(tree layout)
V(igraph2)$frame.color <- "white"
V(igraph2)$color = "orange"
V(igraph2)$size = 13
E(igraph2)$arrow.mode = 0
plot(igraph2, layout=layout.fruchterman.reingold,
main="Tree layout (One K2, 3 Bipartite)",
mark.groups=c(1), mark.col="#FFFF00")
legend(x=-1.5, y=-1.1, c("K2,3 Bipartite-1"),
pch=21, col="#777777", pt.cex=2, cex=.8, bty="n",
ncol=1, pt.bg="#FFFF00")

3.

Fig. 8. Tree Layout after the Compress the K2, 3.
After compressing the K2, 3 and creating the new
graph, the next step is to check if there is another K2, 3 in the
graph by using the Linkcomm Package feature as shown in
figure 9 [3].
lc <- getLinkCommunities(CompressBipartite,
hcmethod = "single")

Fig. 9. No K2, 3 by Linkcomm Package after the compress
the K2, 3.
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As evident in figure 9, there are no more K2, 3 in
the dataset, because all of them have been compressed. The
figure indicates, “no clusters were found in this network”,
which means there are no more K2, 3 in the dataset.
Verify the absence of K2, 3 bipartite, the next step is to use
the bipartite package which calculates a variety of indices and
values for a bipartite network. As shown in figure 10, there
are no more K2, 3 because the nodes at the bottom cannot
connect to nodes on the top of the figure.
#Bipartite Package
lc <- getLinkCommunities(CompressBipartite,
hcmethod = "single")
plot(igraph, mark.groups=c(1),
mark.col="#FFFF00",vertex.size=15,
layout=layout.bipartite,
vertex.label=V(igraph)$media, vertex.label.cex=.7,
main="No Bipartite K2, 3")
legend(x=-1.5, y=-1.1, c("K2,3 Bipartite-1"),
pch=21, col="#777777", pt.cex=2, cex=.8, bty="n",
ncol=1, pt.bg="#FFFF00")

All the node in the interface of Gephi in the same
color except one node. This one node (orange color) is one
K2, 3. We compressed five nodes in one node. When we back
to represent all the nodes, the only one it will be change is the
node that has the K2, 3 (orange node) as shown in figure 12
and 13.
1. VALIDATION
1.1 Small Datasets
1.1.1 Small Dataset 1 (No K2, 3 Bipartite) ـــــAn Excel file
is used to create the dataset which did not have a K2, 3. Two
columns are evident with fifteen rows in the Excel sheet. The
name of the first column is "x" and the second column is
called "y." We give all the rows in both columns randomly
numbers which do not have K2, 3 in this dataset as shown in
the Table 3.

Table 3: No K2, 3 Bipartite.

Fig. 10. Bipartite Package after the Compress the K2, 3.
In this dataset there is one K2, 3 in the graph. Last
step in the algorithm steps of the hypothesis is to use
"Represent K2, 3” through R or Gephi. To represent this K2, 3
by R, just selected and customized one of the available layout
algorithms in it as shown in figure 11 [26].

Fig. 11. Represent Graph by Tree Layout.

The small datasets in excel do not contain K2, 3
Bipartite. By using the linkcomm package with the library in
R programing, the dataset can be verified by check if the
dataset has any K2, 3 Bipartite or not. The linkcomm package,
is a tool that provides the generation, visualization, and
analysis of link communities in networks of arbitrary size and
type. Before using this package or any package, one must to
use the “igraph package with it library,” for Network
Analysis and Visualization. As shown in figure 12, there are
no K2, 3 because there needs to be five nodes in the cluster,
but in this figure we have just fore nodes in one cluster.
install.packages("igraph", dependencies=TRUE)
library(igraph)
install.packages("linkcomm")
library(linkcomm)
lc <- getLinkCommunities(SmallDatasets1,
hcmethod = "single")

Fig. 12. No K2, 3 Bipartite by linkcomm package.
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To make sure if the linkcomm package provides the
correct result, a bipartite package is used to calculate a
variety of indices and values for a bipartite network. As
shown in figure 13, there are no K2, 3 because we have to
have nodes facing (at the top) and connects to the nodes on
the bottom of figure.
#Bipartite Package
lc <- getLinkCommunities(SmallDatasets1,
hcmethod = "single")
plot(igraph1, vertex.size=15,
layout=layout.bipartite,
vertex.label=V(igraph1)$media,
vertex.label.cex=.7, main="No Bipartite K2, 3 ")

V(igraph1)$color = "orange"
V(igraph1)$size = 13
E(igraph1)$arrow.mode = 0

Fig. 15. Tree layout.
In this dataset there is no any K2, 3 in the graph. We
did not use the last part of the algorimetic solutions of the
hypothesis "Represent these K2, 3."

Fig. 13. No K2, 3 Bipartite by bipartite package.
After verifying that K2, 3 Bipartite is ineligible for
this dataset, I will see how this dataset looks (visualization)
by using a randomly layout as shown in figure 14.
# Random layout
plot(igraph1, layout=layout.random,
main="Random Layout")

5.2.3 Small Dataset 2 (Two K2, 3 Bipartite) ــــــAn Excel
file is used to create the dataset which two have K2, 3. Two
columns are evident with eighteen rows in the Excel sheet.
The name of the first column is "x" and the second column is
call "y." The first three rows in the columns of "x" are labeled
with the same number which is "1." Also, the second three
rows in the columns of x are labeled with the same number
but different than number "1" which is "2." In the opposite
direction, which is column "y," provides the first three rows
in the columns three different numbers which is "3, 4 and 5."
Also, provides the second three rows in the column of "y" the
same group in the first three rows in column "y" which is "3,
4 and 5." The second K2, 3 in this dataset we will give from
row eleven to the row thirteen in the column of "x" same
number which is” 11.” Also, provides from row fourteen to
the row sixteen in the column of x same numbers but
different than number "11" which is "12." In the opposite
direction which is column "y," provides from row eleven to
the row thirteen three different numbers which is "13, 14 and
15." Also, provides from row fourteen to the row sixteen in
the column of "y" the same group in the row eleven to the
row thirteen which is "13, 14 and 15" as shown in the Table 4
[10].

Fig. 14. No K2, 3 Bipartite by Random layout.
After that, One layout is used which is tree layout.
Fruchterman Reingold Layout (Tree layout): The tree Layout
is a force-directed layout algorithm. The idea of a force
directed layout algorithm is to consider a force between any
two nodes.
# fruchterman.reingold.layout (Tree Layout)
V(igraph1)$frame.color <- "white"

Table 4: Two K2, 3 Bipartite.
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In small dataset, there are two K2, 3 bipartite. By
using the linkcomm package with the library in R
programing, the dataset can be verified by check if the dataset
have K2, 3 Bipartite or not. Before using this package or any
package, one must to use the “igraph package with it library,”
for a Network Analysis and Visualization. The linkcomm
package is a “provide tool” for the generation, visualization,
and analysis of link communities in networks of arbitrary size
and type. As shown in figure 22, there are two K2, 3 in the
dataset, because when used the linkcomm command, we will
have two cluster with 5 nodes in each other. These 5 nodes in
one cluster are one K2, 3 bipartite as shown in figure 16 [10].
# linkcomm package
lc <- getLinkCommunities(SmallDatasets3,
hcmethod = "single")

After verifying that K2, 3 bipartite is ineligible for
this dataset, used a special layout to make this graph a “tidy”
graph. The first step is to see how this dataset looks
(visualization) by using a Random Layout as shown in figure
18.
# Random layout
plot(igraph1, layout=layout.random,
main="Random Layout")

Fig. 18. Random Layout.

Fig. 16. Two K2, 3 Bipartite by Linkcomm Package before
Compress.
If the Linkcomm Package indicates a K2, 3 cluster,
the next step would be to use the Bipartite Package to
calculate a variety of indices and values for a bipartite
network. As shown in figure 18, there is two K2, 3 because
that have two clusters with 5 nodes for each which confirms
these clusters are “Two K2, 3 Bipartite.”
#bipartite Package
lc <- getLinkCommunities(SmallDatasets3,
hcmethod = "single")
plot(igraph1, vertex.size=15,
layout=layout.bipartite,
vertex.label=V(igraph1)$media,
vertex.label.cex=.7, main="Two Bipartite K2, 3")

Fig. 17. Two K2, 3 Bipartite by Bipartite Package before
Compress.

Figure 19 is not a tidy graph, because it has two K2,
After find and locate this K2, 3, compress (cluster) the next
step is to makes this graph a tidy graph by compressing those
K2, 3 and creating a new graph. The following procedure is to
assign all the nodes in the K2, 3 to one letter or number to be
come all these nodes (5 node in one cluster) in the same
number or letter. The next step is to assign all the nodes in
the first K2, 3 to B followed by a number and different color
around the node than others node. For example, “B1” with
green color [28] around the node for the first K2, 3 and red
color around the node for the second K2, 3 with the “B2.”
After that, ploted this graph to find these K2, 3 become two
nodes not ten (five for every K2, 3 cluster) nodes as we see in
the randomly layout graph before we use this scenario, see
figure 19.
Compress1 <- data.frame(SmallDatasets3)
Compress1
attach(Compress1)
Compress1$x[1:6]= c("B1")
Compress1$x[10:15]= c("B2")
attach(Compress1)
x
Compress1$y[1:6]=c("B1")
Compress1$y[10:15]=c("B2")
attach(Compress1)
y
attach(Compress1)
Compress1
write.csv(Compress1, file =
"MyData.csv",row.names=FALSE)
CompressBipartite1<- read.csv("MyData.csv",
header=T, as.is=T)
CompressBipartite1
3.
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B1
2

1

14

13
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B2
11

12

Table 5: Two K2, 3 Bipartite after the Compress.
# fruchterman.reingold.layout(Tree layout)
V(igraph2)$frame.color <- "white"
V(igraph2)$color = "orange"
V(igraph2)$size = 13
E(igraph2)$arrow.mode = 0
plot(igraph2,
layout=layout.fruchterman.reingold,mark.groups=li
st(c("B1"),c("B2")),mark.col=c("green","red"),
main="Tree layout (Two K2, 3 Bipartite)")
legend(x=-1.5, y=-1.1, c("K2,3 Bipartite-1"),
pch=21,col="#777777", pt.cex=2, cex=.8, bty="n",
ncol=1, pt.bg="green")
legend(x=-1.5, y=-1.2, c("K2,3 Bipartite-2"),
pch=21,col="#777777", pt.cex=2, cex=.8, bty="n",
ncol=1, pt.bg="red")

First K2, 3

Fig. 20. No K2, 3 by Linkcomm Package after the compress
the K2, 3.
As evident in figure 20, there are no more K2, 3 in
the dataset, because all of them have been compressed in the
graph. The figure indicates, “no clusters were found in this
network”, which means there are no more K2, 3 in the dataset.
To verify the absence of K2, 3 bipartite, the next
step is to use the bipartite package which calculates a variety
of indices and values for a bipartite network. As shown in
figure 21, there are no more K2, 3 because the nodes at the
bottom cannot connect to nodes on the top of the figure.
#Bipartite layout
lc <- getLinkCommunities(CompressBipartite1,
hcmethod = "single")
plot(igraph2,vertex.size=15,
layout=layout.bipartite,
mark.groups=list(c("B1"),c("B2")),mark.col=c("gre
en","red"), vertex.label=V(igraph2)$media,
vertex.label.cex=.7, main="No Bipartite K2, 3")
legend(x=-1.5, y=-1.1, c("K2,3 Bipartite-1"),
pch=21, col="#777777", pt.cex=2, cex=.8, bty="n",
ncol=1, pt.bg="green")
legend(x=-1.5, y=-1.2, c("K2,3 Bipartite-2"),
pch=21, col="#777777", pt.cex=2, cex=.8, bty="n",
ncol=1, pt.bg="red")

Second K2, 3

Fig. 19. Tree Layout after the Compress the K 2, 3.
After compressing the K2, 3 and creating the new
graph, the next step is to check if there is another K2, 3 in the
graph by using the Linkcomm Package feature as shown in
figure 20.
lc <- getLinkCommunities(CompressBipartite,
hcmethod = "single")

Fig. 21. No K2, 3 Bipartite by Bipartite Package.
In this dataset there are two K2, 3 in the graph. We
used the last part of the algorimetic solutions of the
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hypothesis "Represent K2, 3” through R. To represent these
K2, 3 by R, we selected the Tree layout as shown in figure 22.
# fruchterman.reingold.layout(Tree layout)
V(igraph1)$frame.color <- "white"
V(igraph1)$color = "orange"
V(igraph1)$size = 13
E(igraph1)$arrow.mode = 0
plot(igraph1, layout=layout.fruchterman.reingold,
main="Tree layout (Two K2, 3 Bipartite)")

Fig. 22. Represent the Graph by Tree layout.
We see all the node in the interface of Gephi in the
same color except two nodes. The green and red colored
circle are examples of K2, 3 bipartite. Originally, there were
ten nodes which were compressed into two K2, 3 bipartte. If
the K2, 3 bipartite were to expand, only the K2, 3 (green and
red colors) as shown in figure 24 and 25, would change
shape.
1.1.1
Small Dataset 4 (Five K2, 3 Bipartite) ـــــAn Excel
file is used to create the dataset which have five K2, 3
bipartite. There are two columns with 37 rows in the Excel
sheet. The name of the first column is "x" and the second
column is called "y." The first three rows in the columns of
"x" same number which is "1." Also, the second three rows in
the columns of “x” same numbers are labeled "2." In the
column "y," the first three rows in the columns three are
labeled as "3, 4 and 5." Also, the second three rows in the
column of "y" the same group in the first three rows in
column "y" which is "3, 4 and 5."In the second K2, 3 in this
dataset labeled give the third three rows in the columns of "x"
same number which is "6." Also, give the fourth three rows in
the columns of x same numbers but different than number "6"
which is "7." In the opposite direction which is column "y,"
We will give the third three rows in the columns three
different numbers which is "8, 9 and 10." Also, we will give
the fourth three rows in the column of "y" the same group in
the third three rows in column "y" which is "8, 9 and 10." In
the third K2, 3 in this dataset we will give the five three rows
in the columns of "x" same number which is "11." Also, give
the sixth three rows in the columns of x same numbers but
different than number "11" which is "12." In the second
column which is column "y," we will give the five three rows
in the columns three different numbers which is "13, 14 and
15." Also, give the sixth three rows in the column of "y" the

same group in the five three rows in column "y" which is "13,
14 and 15."
In the fourth K2, 3 in this dataset we will give the
seventh three rows in the columns of "x" same number which
is "16." Also, will give the eighth three rows in the columns
of x same numbers but different than number "16" which is
"17." In the opposite direction which is column "y," we will
give the seventh three rows in the columns three different
numbers which is "18, 19 and 20." Also, we will give the
eighth three rows in the column of "y" the same group in the
seventh three rows in column "y" which is "18, 19 and 20."
In the fourth K2, 3 in this dataset we will give the
ninth three rows in the columns of "x" same number which is
"21." Also, we will give the tenth three rows in the columns
of x same numbers but different than number "21" which is
"22." In the second column which is column "y," we will give
the ninth three rows in the columns three different numbers
which is "23, 24 and 25." Also, we will give the tenth three
rows in the column of "y" the same group in the ninth three
rows in column "y" which is "23, 24 and 25."
Between these K2, 3 there is K2, 3. We chose one
node from every K2, 3 that we explained in the previous to
make a K2, 3 between these five K2, 3. We will give the
eleventh three rows in the columns of "x" same number
which is "17." Also, we will give the twelfth three rows in the
columns of x same numbers, but different than number "17"
which is "22." In the second column which is column "y," we
will give the eleventh three rows in the columns three
different numbers which is "5, 10 and 15." Also, we will give
the tenth three rows in the column of "y" the same group in
the ninth three rows in column "y" which is "5, 10 and 15."
This is the Scenario of the algorithmic on this dataset as
shown in the figure 23.

Fig. 23. Algorithm scenario on the dataset.

Table 6: Five Bipartite K2, 3 in One Bipartite K2, 3.
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In the small dataset, there are six K2, 3 bipartite. By
using the linkcomm package (with the library in R
programing) the prevalence of K2, 3 bipartite can be verified.
Before this package, or any package, are used the “igraph
package with it library,” Network Analysis and Visualization.
The linkcomm package is a “provide tool” for the generation,
visualization, and analysis of link communities in networks
of arbitrary size and type. As shown in figure 27, there are six
K2, 3 in the dataset (5 K2, 3 and one K2, 3 between those K2,
3), because when we use the linkcomm command, we will
have six clusters each containing nodes. These 5 nodes in one
cluster are one K2, 3 bipartite.
# linkcomm package
lc <- getLinkCommunities(SmallDatasets4,
hcmethod = "single")

Fig. 24. Six K2, 3 Bipartite by Linkcomm Package
before Compress.
If the Linkcomm Package indicates a K2, 3 cluster,
the next step is to see how this dataset looks (visualization)
by using a Random Layout as shown in figure 25.
# Random layout
plot(igraph1, layout=layout.random,
main="Random Layout")

Fig. 25. Random Layout.
Figure 24 is not a tidy graph, because it has six K2,
After we find and locate these K2, 3, compress (cluster) the
next step is to makes this graph a tidy graph by compressing
these K2, 3 and creating a new graph. The following
3.

procedure is to assign all the nodes in the K2, 3 to one letter or
number to be come all these nodes (5 node in one cluster) in
the same number or letter. The next step is to assign all the
compressing nodes in the first K2, 3 to B followed by a
number and different color around the compressing node than
others node, for example “B1” with green color around the
compressing node for the first K2, 3. The red is assigned to
the compressing node for the second K2, 3 with the “B2.”
Yellow color is assigned to the compressing node for the
third K2, 3 with the “B3.” Blue color is assigned around the
compressing node for the fourth K2, 3 with the “B4.” Orange
color is assigned to the compressing node for the K2, 3 with
the “B5” as shown in figure 26 [5].
Compress1 <- data.frame(SmallDatasets4)
Compress1
attach(Compress1)
Compress1$x[1:3]= c("B1")
Compress1$x[4:6]= c("B2")
Compress1$x[7:36]= c("B1")
attach(Compress1)
x
Compress1$y[1:1]= c("B3")
Compress1$y[2:2]= c("B4")
Compress1$y[3:3]= c("B5")
Compress1$y[4:4]= c("B3")
Compress1$y[5:5]= c("B4")
Compress1$y[6:6]= c("B5")
Compress1$y[7:36]= c("B1")
attach(Compress1)
y
attach(Compress1)
Compress1
write.csv(Compress1, file =
"MyData.csv",row.names=FALSE)
CompressBipartite1<- read.csv("MyData.csv",
header=T, as.is=T)
CompressBipartite1
igraph2 <- graph.data.frame(CompressBipartite1)
igraph2
V(igraph2)$type <- V(igraph2)$name %in%
Compress1[,1]
bipartite.projection(igraph2)
bipartite_mapping(igraph2)
lc <- largest.cliques(igraph2)
lc
sgc <- spinglass.community(igraph2)
sgc
# Randomly layout
plot(igraph2, layout=layout.random,
mark.groups=list(c("B1"),c("B2"),c("B3"),c("B4"),
c("B5")),mark.col=c("green","red", "yellow",
"blue", "orange"), main="Randomly Layout")
legend(x=-1.5, y=-1.1, c("K2,3 Bipartite-1"),
pch=21, col="#777777", pt.cex=2, cex=.8, bty="n",
ncol=1, pt.bg="green")
legend(x=-1.5, y=-1.2, c("K2,3 Bipartite-2"),
pch=21, col="#777777", pt.cex=2, cex=.8, bty="n",
ncol=1, pt.bg="red")
legend(x=-1.5, y=-1.3, c("K2,3 Bipartite-3"),
pch=21, col="#777777", pt.cex=2, cex=.8, bty="n",
ncol=1, pt.bg="yellow")
legend(x=-1.5, y=-1.4, c("K2,3 Bipartite-4"),
pch=21, col="#777777", pt.cex=2, cex=.8, bty="n",
ncol=1, pt.bg="blue")
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legend(x=-1.5, y=-1.5, c("K2,3 Bipartite-5"),
pch=21, col="#777777", pt.cex=2, cex=.8, bty="n",
ncol=1, pt.bg="orange")

legend(x=-1.5, y=-1.1, c("K2,3 Bipartite-1"),
pch=21, col="#777777", pt.cex=2, cex=.8, bty="n",
ncol=1, pt.bg="green")
legend(x=-1.5, y=-1.2, c("K2,3 Bipartite-2"),
pch=21, col="#777777", pt.cex=2, cex=.8, bty="n",
ncol=1, pt.bg="red")
legend(x=-1.5, y=-1.3, c("K2,3 Bipartite-3"),
pch=21, col="#777777", pt.cex=2, cex=.8, bty="n",
ncol=1, pt.bg="yellow")
legend(x=-1.5, y=-1.4, c("K2,3 Bipartite-4"),
pch=21, col="#777777", pt.cex=2, cex=.8, bty="n",
ncol=1, pt.bg="blue")
legend(x=-1.5, y=-1.5, c("K2,3 Bipartite-5"),
pch=21, col="#777777", pt.cex=2, cex=.8, bty="n",
ncol=1, pt.bg="orange")

Fig. 26. Tree Layout- First Compress the K2, 3.
After compressing the K2, 3 and creating the new
graph, the next step is to check if there is another K2, 3 in the
graph by using the Linkcomm Package feature as shown in
figure 27.
getLinkCommunities(CompressBipartite1,
hcmethod = "single")gle")

Fig. 28. Bipartite Package -First Compress the K2, 3.

Figure 28 is not a tidy graph, because it has one K2,
After we find and locate this K2, 3, compress (cluster) the
next step is to makes this graph a tidy graph by compressing
this K2, 3 and creating a new graph. The following procedure
is to assign all the nodes in the K2, 3 to one letter, number or
word to be come all these nodes (5 node in one cluster) in the
same number, letter or word. The next step is to assign all the
compressing nodes in the first K2, 3 to “All” with a color
around the compressing node, for example, “All” with yellow
color around the compressing node which meant this node
call “All” is mean: B1, B2, B3, B4 and B5 as shown in figure
29.
compress2 <- data.frame(SmallDatasets4)
Compress2
attach(Compress2)
Compress2$x[1:36]= c("All")
attach(Compress2)
x
Compress2$y[1:36]=c("All")
attach(Compress2)
y
attach(Compress2)
Compress2
write.csv(Compress2, file =
"MyData.csv",row.names=FALSE)
CompressBipartite2<- read.csv("MyData.csv",
header=T, as.is=T)
CompressBipartite2
3.

Fig. 27. Linkcomm Package- First Compress the K2, 3.
If the Linkcomm Package indicates a K2, 3 cluster,
the next step would be to use the Bipartite Package to
calculate a variety of indices and values for a bipartite
network. As shown in figure 31, there is one K2, 3 because we
have one clusters with 5 nodes for each which confirms these
clusters are “One K2, 3 Bipartite.”
# Bipartite K2, 3 Layout
lc <- getLinkCommunities(CompressBipartite1,
hcmethod = "single")
plot(igraph2, layout=layout.bipartite,
mark.groups=list(c("B1"),c("B2"),c("B3"),c("B4"),
c("B5")),mark.col=c("green","red", "yellow",
"blue", "orange"),main="Bipartite K2, 3 Layout")
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igraph3 <- graph.data.frame(CompressBipartite2)
igraph3
V(igraph3)$type <- V(igraph3)$name %in%
Compress2[,1]
bipartite.projection(igraph3)
bipartite_mapping(igraph3)
# Fruchterman.reingold.layout(tree layout)
V(igraph3)$frame.color <- "white"
V(igraph3)$color = "orange"
V(igraph3)$size = 13
E(igraph3)$arrow.mode = 0
plot(igraph3, layout=layout.fruchterman.reingold,
main="Tree layout (Five K2, 3 in one K2, 3
Bipartite)",mark.groups=c("All"),mark.col="#FFFF
00")
legend(x=-1.5, y=-1.1, c("K2,3 Bipartite-All"),
pch=21, col="#777777", pt.cex=2, cex=.8, bty="n",
ncol=1, pt.bg="#FFFF00")

V(igraph3)$size <- 20
# mar: A numerical vector of the form c(bottom,
left, top, right) which gives the number of lines of
margin to be specified on the four sides of the plot.
par(mar = c(14,13,0.0,0.0))
plot(igraph3, layout=layout.random,
mark.groups=c("All"),mark.col="#FFFF00")

Fig. 31. Change the Position of the Node.
Compress five K2, 3 in one node

In this dataset there are five K2, 3 in one K2, 3 in the
graph. The last part of the algorithm solutions of the
hypothesis "Represent K2, 3” is performed through Gephi. To
represent these K2, 3 by R, we selected and customized one of
the available layout which is Tree Layout as shown in figure
32 and 33.

Fig. 29. Tree Layout- Second Compress the K2, 3.
After compressing the K2, 3 and creating the new
graph, the next step is to check if there is another K2, 3 in the
graph by using the Linkcomm Package feature as shown in
figure 30.
lc <- getLinkCommunities(CompressBipartite,
hcmethod = "single")

Fig. 32. First Represent Graph by Tree Layout.

Fig. 30. No K2, 3 by Linkcomm Package- Second Compress
the K2, 3.
Before the last step (Represent the K2, 3 by Gephi),
we will change the position of the node as shown in figure
31.

Fig. 33. Second Represent Graph by Tree Layout.
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5.3 Big Datasets
5.3.1 Big Dataset 1-AnAge (No K2, 3 Bipartite) ـــــThe Big
datasets of AnAge in excel do not contain K2, 3 Bipartite. By
using the linkcomm package with the library in R
programing, the dataset can be verified by check if the dataset
has any K2, 3 Bipartite or not. The linkcomm package, is a
tool that provides the generation, visualization, and analysis
of link communities in networks of arbitrary size and type.
As shown in figure 34 there are no K2, 3 because the message
in R which is "no clusters were found in this network"
verifies the absence of K2, 3 Bipartite because there are no
cluster node in this big dataset (AnAge).
linkcomm package
lc <- getLinkCommunities(AnAge, hcmethod =
"single")

plot(igraph, layout=co, vertex.size=60,
edge.arrow.size=0.2,vertex.label=c("", rep("",
vcount(igraph)-1)),
rescale=FALSE,xlim=range(co[,1]),
ylim=range(co[,2]), vertex.label.dist=0,
vertex.label.color="red",main="Tree layout (No
K2, 3 Bipartite)")

Fig. 36. Tree layout.

Fig. 34. No K2, 3 by Linkcomm Package.
After confirming the K2, 3 bipartite is ineligible for this
dataset, we will use a special layout to make sure if this graph
a “tidy” graph or not by using a Random Layout as shown in
figure 35.
# Randomly layout
plot(igraph, layout=layout.random,
main="Randomly Layout",vertex.label.cex=.5)

In this dataset, K2, 3 are not detected by the
Linkcomm Package. We did not use the last part of the
algorimetic solutions of the hypothesis "Represent these K2,
3."
5.3.2 Big Dataset 2-Media Organizations (14 K2, 3
Bipartite) ـــــThe Big datasets of Media Organizations in
excel contains 14 K2, 3 Bipartite. Some of the initial K2, 3 are
compressed into a secondary K2, 3. By using the linkcomm
package with the library in R programing, the dataset can
through checking the dataset for K2, 3 bipartite presence. The
linkcomm package, is a tool that provides the generation,
visualization, and analysis of link communities in networks
of arbitrary size and type. But, before I use this package or
any package I have to use the “igraph package with it
library,” for a Network Analysis and Visualization must be
used. In figure 37, there are 14 K2, 3 in this dataset, because
using the linkcomm command, containing 16 clusters (14 K2,
3 and two K2, 3 between some of those clusters) with 5 nodes
in each other. These 5 nodes in one cluster are one K2, 3
bipartite as shown in figure 37.
lc <- getLinkCommunities(Media, hcmethod =
"single")

Fig. 35. Random Layout.
Because there is no K2, 3 in this dataset, we will use a special
layout to make this graph a “tidy” graph by using a Tree
Layout as shown in figure 36.
# fruchterman.reingold.layout(tree layout)
minC <- rep(-Inf, vcount(igraph))
maxC <- rep(Inf, vcount(igraph))
minC[1] <- maxC[1] <- 0
co <- layout_with_fr(igraph, minx=minC,
maxx=maxC,miny=minC, maxy=maxC)
co[1,]

Fig. 37. 14 K2, 3 Bipartite by Linkcomm Package before
Compress.
If the Linkcomm Package indicates a K2, 3 cluster,
the next step would be to use the Bipartite Package to
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calculate a variety of indices and values for a bipartite
network. As shown in figure 18, there is two K2, 3 because
that have two clusters with 5 nodes for each which confirms
these clusters are “14 K2, 3 Bipartite.”
#Bipartite Package
plot(igraph1, vertex.size=15,
layout=layout.bipartite,
vertex.label=V(igraph1)$media,
vertex.label.cex=.9, main="Bipartite K2, 3 Layout")

Fig. 38. Bipartite Package.
After confirming the K2, 3 bipartite is ineligible for
this dataset, we will use a special layout to make sure if this
graph a “tidy” graph or not by using a Random Layout as
shown in figure 39.
# Random layout
V(igraph1)$frame.color <- "white"
V(igraph1)$color = "orange"
V(igraph1)$size = 11
E(igraph1)$arrow.mode = 0
plot(igraph1, layout=layout.random,
main="Random Layout",vertex.label.cex=.4)

Fig. 39. Random Layout.
Figure 39 is not a tidy graph, because it has 14 K2, 3.
After we find and locate these K2, 3, compress (cluster) the
next step is to makes this graph a tidy graph by compressing
these K2, 3 and creating a new graph. The following

procedure is to assign all the nodes in the K2, 3 to one letter or
number to be come all these nodes (5 node in one cluster) in
the same number or letter. The next step is to assign all the
compressing nodes in the first K2, 3 to the letter B followed
by a number and different color around the compressing node
than others node, for example “B1” with a green color around
the compressing node for the first K2, 3. Red color is assigned
around the compressing node for the second K2, 3 with the
“B2.” Yellow color is assigned around the compressing node
for the third K2, 3 with the “B3.” Blue color is assigned
around the compressing node for the fourth K2, 3 with the
“B4.” Orange color is assigned around the compressing node
for the fifth K2, 3 with the “B5.” Cyan color is assigned
around the compressing node for the fifth K2, 3 with the “B6.”
Firebrick color is assigned around the compressing node for
the fifth K2, 3 with the “B7.” Black color is assigned around
the compressing node for the fifth K2, 3 with the “B8.” Brown
color is assigned around the compressing node for the fifth
K2, 3 with the “B9.” Magenta color is assigned around the
compressing node for the fifth K2, 3 with the “B10.” Tomato
color is assigned around the compressing node for the fifth
K2, 3 with the “B11.” Pink color is assigned around the
compressing node for the fifth K2, 3 with the “B12.” Salmon
color is assigned around the compressing node for the fifth
K2, 3 with the “B13.” Purple color is assigned around the
compressing node for the fifth K2, 3 with the “B14” as shown
in figure 40.
Compress1 <- data.frame(Media)
Compress1
attach(Compress1)
Compress1$from[1:3]= c("B1") # K2,3 Bipartite 1
Compress1$from[4:6]= c("B1")
Compress1$from[7:9]= c("B2") # K2,3 Bipartite 2
Compress1$from[10:12]= c("B2")
Compress1$from[13:15]= c("B1") # K2,3 Bipartite
Between All_1
Compress1$from[16:18]= c("B2")
Compress1$from[19:21]= c("B3") # K2,3 Bipartite 3
Compress1$from[22:24]= c("B3")
Compress1$from[25:27]= c("B4") # K2,3 Bipartite 4
Compress1$from[28:30]= c("B4")
Compress1$from[31:33]= c("B6") # K2,3 Bipartite
Between All_2
Compress1$from[34:36]= c("B7")
Compress1$from[37:39]= c("B5") # K2,3 Bipartite 5
Compress1$from[40:42]= c("B5")
Compress1$from[43:45]= c("B6") # K2,3 Bipartite 6
Compress1$from[46:48]= c("B6")
Compress1$from[49:51]= c("B7") # K2,3 Bipartite 7
Compress1$from[52:54]= c("B7")
Compress1$from[55:57]= c("B8") # K2,3 Bipartite 8
Compress1$from[58:60]= c("B8")
Compress1$from[65:67]= c("B9") # K2,3 Bipartite 9
Compress1$from[68:70]= c("B9")
Compress1$from[71:73]= c("B10") # K2,3 Bipartite 10
Compress1$from[74:76]= c("B10")
Compress1$from[77:79]= c("B11") # K2,3 Bipartite 11
Compress1$from[80:82]= c("B11")
Compress1$from[83:85]= c("B12") # K2,3 Bipartite 12
Compress1$from[86:88]= c("B12")
Compress1$from[89:91]= c("B13") # K2,3 Bipartite 13
Compress1$from[92:94]= c("B13")
Compress1$from[95:97]= c("B14") # K2,3 Bipartite 14
Compress1$from[98:100]= c("B14")
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attach(Compress1)
from
Compress1$to[1:3]= c("B1") # K2,3 Bipartite 1
Compress1$to[4:6]= c("B1")
Compress1$to[7:9]= c("B2") # K2,3 Bipartite 2
Compress1$to[10:12]= c("B2")
Compress1$to[13:13]= c("B3") # K2,3 Bipartite
Between All_1
Compress1$to[14:14]= c("B4")
Compress1$to[15:15]= c("B5")
Compress1$to[16:16]= c("B3")
Compress1$to[17:17]= c("B4")
Compress1$to[18:18]= c("B5")
Compress1$to[19:21]= c("B3") # K2,3 Bipartite 3
Compress1$to[22:24]= c("B3")
Compress1$to[25:27]= c("B4") # K2,3 Bipartite 4
Compress1$to[28:30]= c("B4")
Compress1$to[31:31]= c("B8") # K2,3 Bipartite
Between All_2
Compress1$to[32:32]= c("B9")
Compress1$to[33:33]= c("B10")
Compress1$to[34:34]= c("B8")
Compress1$to[35:35]= c("B9")
Compress1$to[36:36]= c("B10")
Compress1$to[37:39]= c("B5") # K2,3 Bipartite 5
Compress1$to[40:42]= c("B5")
Compress1$to[43:45]= c("B6") # K2,3 Bipartite 6
Compress1$to[46:48]= c("B6")
Compress1$to[49:51]= c("B7") # K2,3 Bipartite 7
Compress1$to[52:54]= c("B7")
Compress1$to[55:57]= c("B8") # K2,3 Bipartite 8
Compress1$to[58:60]= c("B8")
Compress1$to[65:67]= c("B9") # K2,3 Bipartite 9
Compress1$to[68:70]= c("B9")
Compress1$to[71:73]= c("B10") # K2,3 Bipartite 10
Compress1$to[74:76]= c("B10")
Compress1$to[77:79]= c("B11") # K2,3 Bipartite 11
Compress1$to[80:81]= c("B11")
Compress1$to[82:82]= c("B12")
Compress1$to[83:85]= c("B12") # K2,3 Bipartite 12
Compress1$to[86:87]= c("B12")
Compress1$to[88:88]= c("B13")
Compress1$to[89:91]= c("B13") # K2,3 Bipartite 13
Compress1$to[92:93]= c("B13")
Compress1$to[94:94]= c("B14")
Compress1$to[95:97]= c("B14") # K2,3 Bipartite 14
Compress1$to[98:99]= c("B14")
Compress1$to[100:100]= c("B11")
attach(Compress1)
Compress1
write.csv(Compress1, file =
"MyData.csv",row.names=FALSE)
CompressBipartite1<- read.csv("MyData.csv",
header=T, as.is=T)
CompressBipartite1
igraph2 <- graph.data.frame(CompressBipartite1)
igraph2
V(igraph2)$type <- V(igraph2)$name %in%
Compress[,1]
bipartite.projection(igraph2)
bipartite_mapping(igraph2)
lc <- largest.cliques(igraph2)
lc
# Fruchterman.reingold.layout(Tree layout)

V(igraph2)$frame.color <- "white"
V(igraph2)$color = "orange"
V(igraph2)$size = 11
E(igraph2)$arrow.mode = 0
plot(igraph2, vertex.label.cex=.4,
layout=layout.fruchterman.reingold,
mark.groups=list(c("B1"),c("B2"),c("B3"),c("B4"),
c("B5"),c("B6"),c("B7"),c("B8"),c("B9"),c("B10"),
c("B11"),c("B12"),c("B13"),c("B14")),mark.col=c(
"green","red", "yellow", "blue", "orange", "cyan",
"fireBrick", "black", "brown", "magenta",
"tomato", "pink", "salmon", "purple"),main="Tree
layout (14 K2, 3 Bipartite")
legend(x=-1.5, y=-1.1, c("K2,3 Bipartite-1"),
pch=21, col="#777777", pt.cex=2, cex=.8, bty="n",
ncol=1, pt.bg="green")
legend(x=-1.5, y=-1.2, c("K2,3 Bipartite-2"),
pch=21, col="#777777", pt.cex=2, cex=.8, bty="n",
ncol=1, pt.bg="red")
legend(x=-1.5, y=-1.3, c("K2,3 Bipartite-3"),
pch=21, col="#777777", pt.cex=2, cex=.8, bty="n",
ncol=1, pt.bg="yellow")
legend(x=-1.5, y=-1.4, c("."), pch=21,
col="#777777", pt.cex=2, cex=.8, bty="n", ncol=1,
pt.bg="white")
legend(x=-1.5, y=-1.5, c("."), pch=21,
col="#777777", pt.cex=2, cex=.8, bty="n", ncol=1,
pt.bg="white")
legend(x=-1.5, y=-1.6, c("K2,3 Bipartite-14"),
pch=21, col="#777777", pt.cex=2, cex=.8, bty="n",
ncol=1, pt.bg="purple")

Fig. 40. Tree Layout of 14 K2, 3 (First Compress).
After compressing the K2, 3 and creating the new
graph, the next step is to check if there is another K2, 3 in the
graph by using the Linkcomm Package feature (loop) as
shown in figure 41.
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lc <- getLinkCommunities(CompressBipartite1,
hcmethod = "single")

One K2, 3 between
B1, B2, B3, B4 and B5

One K2, 3 between
B6, B7, B8, B9 and B10

Fig. 41. Linkcomm Package- First Compress the K2, 3.
Figure 41 is not a tidy graph, because it has two K2,
After the K2, 3 is located, it needs to be compress to makes
this graph a tidy graph by compressing this K2, 3 and creating
a new graph. The following procedure is to assign all the
nodes in the K2, 3 to one letter, number or word to be come
all these nodes (5 node in one cluster) in the same number,
letter or word. The next step is to assign all the compressing
nodes in the first K2, 3 to “All” followed by a number with a
color is assigned around the compressing node, for example,
“All_1” with green color is assigned around the compressing
node which meant this node call “All” is mean: B1, B2, B3,
B4 and B5. “All_2” with red color is assigned around the
compressing node which meant this node call “All” is mean:
B6, B7, B8, B9 and B10. On the other hand, these K2, 3
which are not in one K2, 3 we will deal with it as normal K2, 3
(compress) such is: Tomato color is assigned around the
compressing node for the fifth K2, 3 with the “B11.” Pink
color is assigned around the compressing node for the fifth
K2, 3 with the “B12.” Salmon color is assigned around the
compressing node for the fifth K2, 3 with the “B13.” Purple
color is assigned around the compressing node for the fifth
K2, 3 with the “B14” as shown in figure 42.
Compress2 <- data.frame(CompressBipartite1)
Compress2
attach(Compress2)
Compress2$from[1:30]= c("All_1")
Compress2$from[37:42]= c("All_1")
Compress2$from[31:36]= c("All_2")
Compress2$from[43:60]= c("All_2")
Compress2$from[65:76]= c("All_2")
attach(Compress2)
from
Compress2$to[1:30]= c("All_1")
Compress2$to[37:42]= c("All_1")
Compress2$to[31:36]= c("All_2")
Compress2$to[43:60]= c("All_2")
Compress2$to[65:76]= c("All_2")
attach(Compress2)
Compress2
write.csv(Compress2, file =
"MyData.csv",row.names=FALSE)
3.

CompressBipartite2<- read.csv("MyData.csv", header=T,
as.is=T)
CompressBipartite2
igraph3 <- graph.data.frame(CompressBipartite2)
igraph3
V(igraph3)$type <- V(igraph3)$name %in%
Compress2[,1]
bipartite.projection(igraph3)
bipartite_mapping(igraph3)
# Fruchterman Reingold Layou(Tree Layou)
V(igraph3)$frame.color <- "white"
V(igraph3)$color = "orange"
V(igraph3)$size = 11
E(igraph2)$arrow.mode = 0
plot(igraph3, vertex.label.cex=.4,
layout=layout.fruchterman.reingold,
mark.groups=list(c("All_1"),c("All_2"),c("B11"),c("B12"
),c("B13"),c("B14")),mark.col=c("green","red","tomato",
"pink", "salmon", "purple"), main="Tree layout (14 K2, 3
Bipartite")
legend(x=-1.5, y=-1.1, c("Five K2,3 in one K2,3 (B1B5)"), pch=21, col="#777777", pt.cex=2, cex=.8,
bty="n", ncol=1, pt.bg="green")
legend(x=-1.5, y=-1.2, c("Five K2,3 in one K2,3 (B6B10)"), pch=21, col="#777777", pt.cex=2, cex=.8,
bty="n", ncol=1, pt.bg="red")
legend(x=-1.5, y=-1.3, c("K2,3 Bipartite-B11"), pch=21,
col="#777777", pt.cex=2, cex=.8, bty="n", ncol=1,
pt.bg="tomato")
legend(x=-1.5, y=-1.4, c("K2,3 Bipartite-B12"), pch=21,
col="#777777", pt.cex=2, cex=.8, bty="n", ncol=1,
pt.bg="pink")
legend(x=-1.5, y=-1.5, c("K2,3 Bipartite-B13"), pch=21,
col="#777777", pt.cex=2, cex=.8, bty="n", ncol=1,
pt.bg="salmon")
legend(x=-1.5, y=-1.6, c("K2,3 Bipartite-B14"), pch=21,
col="#777777", pt.cex=2, cex=.8, bty="n", ncol=1,
pt.bg="purple")

Fig. 42. Tree Layout of 14 K2, 3 (Second Compress).
After compressing the K2, 3 and creating the new
graph, the next step is to check if there is another K2, 3 in the
graph by using the Linkcomm Package feature again (loop)
as shown in figure 43.
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lc <- getLinkCommunities(CompressBipartite2,
hcmethod = "single")

Fig. 43. Linkcomm Package- Second Compress the K2, 3.

Bipartite. In this dataset, there are “40” columns with 119
rows. The main column in this dataset is “GEOACL00
Column” which is the name of the counters. It cannot use
the linkcomm package at one time for the dataset because
this dataset is large. Then, we will use the linkcomm
package by comparing every single column in this dataset
with the main column which is "GEOACL00" to search
about any K2, 3. The linkcomm package is a tool that
provides the generation, visualization, and analysis of link
communities in networks of arbitrary size and type. Before
this package or any package is used the “igraph package
with it library,” must be used for a Network Analysis and
Visualization. Figure 48, is the first example showing the
linkcomm package by comparing between the main
column (GEOACL00) and the column of “Study” that has
two K2, 3.
#linkcomm package
StudyGLC <- getLinkCommunities(Study,
hcmethod = "single")#K2,3

In this dataset, there are 14 K2, 3 in the graph and
some of these K2, 3 in one K2, 3. The last part of the
algorimetic solutions of the hypothesis was used
to"Represent K2, 3”through R. To represent these K2, 3 by R,
we selected and customized one of the available layout which
is Tree Layout as shown in figure 44 and 45.

Fig. 46. K2, 3 by Linkcomm Package.

Fig. 44. First Represent Graph by Tree Layout.

After confirming the K2, 3 bipartite is ineligible for
this dataset, we will use a special layout to make sure if this
graph a “tidy” graph or not by using a Random Layout as
shown in figure 47.
# Randomly layout
V(igraph)$frame.color <- "white"
V(igraph)$color = "orange"
V(igraph)$size = 11
E(igraph)$arrow.mode = 0

plot(igraph, layout=layout.random,
main="Random Layout",vertex.label.cex=.4)

Fig. 45. Second Represent Graph by Tree Layout.
5.3.3 Big Dataset 3-Time Use (30 K2, 3 Bipartite)ــــThe
Big datasets of Time Use in excel contains 30 K2, 3

Fig. 47. Random Layout.
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Figure 47 is not a tidy graph because it has 30 K2, 3.
After these K2, 3, are located the next step is to makes this
graph a tidy graph by compressing these K2, 3 and creating a
new graph. The following procedure is to assign all the nodes
in the K2, 3 to one letter or number to be come all these nodes
(5 node in one cluster) in the same number or letter. The next
step is to assign all the compressing nodes in the first K2, 3 to
the letter B followed by a number, for example, “B1” for the
compressing node for the first K2, 3. Compressing node for
the second K2, 3 with the “B2.” Compressing node for the
third K2, 3 with the “B3” and so on. The final graph in this
dataset looks like two separate graphs shown in figure 48.
igraph2 <- graph.data.frame(CompressBipartite1)
igraph2
V(igraph2)$type <- V(igraph1)$name %in%
CompressBipartite1[,1]
bipartite.projection(igraph2)
bipartite_mapping(igraph2)
lc <- largest.cliques(igraph2)
lc
# Fruchterman.reingold.layout(Tree layout)
V(igraph2)$frame.color <- "white"
V(igraph2)$color = "orange"
V(igraph2)$size = 6
E(igraph2)$arrow.mode = 0
plot(igraph2, vertex.label.cex=.1,
layout=layout.fruchterman.reingold, main="Tree
layout (31 K2, 3 Bipartite)")

Fig. 49. Represent Graph by Tree Layout.
6. RUNTIME
The average of 100 runtime by R for these datasets show that
when the datasets have two levels in K2, 3 (K2, 3 in K2, 3) the
average of 100 runtime increases in comparison to small,
one-level, datasets. More levels in the datasets increase 100
runtime are to a more complex algorithm (e.g. two level in
K2, 3 in the dataset meant this dataset is a complex dataset) as
shown in the table 7 [14].
Dataset

Average of
100 Runtime

Small Datasets (No K2, 3 Bipartite)

2.65 secs

Small Datasets (One K2, 3 Bipartite)

2.628 secs

Small Datasets (Two K2, 3 Bipartite)

2.684 secs

Small Datasets (Five K2, 3 Bipartite in One K2, 3)

3.04 secs

Big Datasets - AnAge Dataset (No K2, 3 Bipartite)

3.90 secs

Big Datasets - Media Dataset (14 K2, 3 Bipartite)

4.401 secs

Big Datasets - Time Use Dataset (30 K2, 3 Bipartite)

5.639 secs

Table 7: Average of 100 Runtime for all the Dataset by R.
Fig. 48. Tree Layout.
In this dataset, there are 30 K2, 3 in the graph. The last
part of the algorimetic solutions of the hypothesis was used
to"Represent K2, 3”through R. To represent these K2, 3 by R,
we selected and customized one of the available layout which
is Tree Layout as shown in figure 49.

7. BIG-O(BIGOH) FOR TIME COMPLEXITY OF
ALGORITHMS
Big-O [13] is an expression for the execution time of a
program (how long the program will take). There is theorem
that we will use it in this part [25]:

Theorem: O ((e+n )n)
log (e+n) + log(n)
Notes:
•
•
•
•
•

n = number of nodes
e = number edges
RAM = 4.00 GB
CPU = 2.40 GHZ
System type = 64-bit
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Comparison between the outcomes of the average of
100 runtime coulmen and the Big-O(BigOh) coulmen for the
Time Complexity of Algorithms show us that these columns
are equal which meant that this theorem is a correct as
showen in Table 8 [11]:

Table 8: Big-O(BigOh) for Time Complexity of Algorithms.

8. CONCLUSION
 It is a feasible to use K2, 3 as a key vector to
prune a complicated graph.
•
Feasible is means:
•
Dataset is doable (is works).
•
Time is tolerable

The mathematical theorem ( O ((e+n )n) ) is
useful for the algorithm.
•
Useful means:
•
The average of 100 runtime results
were identical to the Big-O results.
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